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representatives definitely in the minority.

Stephenson states that the new smaller Inscomm will "hopefully result as much as possible in giving as much power as is possible to the individual house committees, leaving Inscomm to lobby with the Administration in areas where student interests are not well represented."

The candidates did not reach such accord in their answers to the question, "What are your views on the current open house hours situation?"

Stephenson is "pleased that the report was well received. It presented to concerned persons the position which Dormcomn arrived at and the reasons for its position."

Mr. McGovern objected to the lopsidedness of the report which "presented most strongly those points which favored the student point of view."

"If the report had been more effectively made, it is likely that the statement would have been maintained," stated Mr. McGovern.

Some differences of opinion arose in discussing the question, "How would you handle Inscomm?"

Stephenson pointed out that "This would depend on the size and type of Inscomm. To make Inscomm effective, the Executive Committee must be prepared to present clearly whatever issues might require a standing or ruling of Institute Committee." In answer to the question of who has the ultimate authority in making rules—Inscomm or the Dean's office, Stephenson pointed out that the authority must ultimately reside with the Dean's office. He said that "Making rules (by Inscomm) and hoping they will stick is ridiculous."

As for the question of "Who has the authority to censor newspapers?"

Mr. McGovern suggested, however, that a precedent could have been taken from a situation which had arisen last year concerning The Tech. Said McGovern, "At that time it was decided that in disagreements about policy of the newspaper and its role, the final decision should be made by a committee composed of students from the paper, student government officials, members of the administration, and people in the publications section of MIT."
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